
V-Edu Lim

Hello, we are Nicolò Berardino, Diana Antonio Valentino, Fabio Erra and 
Fabrizio Avena. Today, we present our project to revolutionize learning 
through the implementation of AI in Interactive Whiteboards (IWBs), 
starting a new way of learning right from the school desks. V-Lim Education 
is an application that can be directly installed on IWBs and students’ 
smartphones via the app store. V-Lim Education uses storytelling through 
images and videos to emphasize and improve classroom lessons. We are all 
tired of passive lessons where most of the information can be lost. Through 
this new way of interpreting lessons, students will be motivated to 
participate in the lesson, creating a great educational show together with 
the teacher. It is a fact that visual input association helps learning and keeps 
students’ attention more vivid, and AI will help the teacher in the task, 
especially in real-time.





LIM interface

• Our solution involves an app designed for interactive whiteboards (LIMs). This program will divide the screen 
into multiple sections, always visible to users. Let’s delve into the different sections:

1. Student Questions: In this section, students can anonymously submit questions. The AI will moderate these 
questions, allowing real-time intervention during the lesson. Queries may relate to clarifying misunderstood 
concepts or seeking further insights. Each question will be logged by the AI, enabling post-lesson assessment 
of learning success.

2. Teacher Notes: The AI will listen to the instructor during the lesson and generate a summary marked with 
keywords. Students can access this summary on their smartphones. By using the keywords, they can delve 
deeper into class topics, even exploring additional materials.

3. Timeline: This section displays a chronological overview of a specific topic covered in any teacher’s class. 
Managed entirely by the AI, it provides immediate access to any part of the program.

4. Simultaneous Translation and Media: An invaluable tool for language learning during any lesson. Linguistics 
instructors can seamlessly connect to all classes without missing crucial points. Additionally, interactive images 
enhance storytelling during lessons.



The input for our app is the voice captured from any microphone connected to the 
interactive whiteboard (LIM). Users can customize their experience based on their 
preferences and the specific teaching environment. These settings can be navigated 
using either voice commands or the LIM pen. The range of settings is diverse, 
including options like switching to a more traditional chalkboard view when the pen 
is close or allowing instructors to highlight keywords with a simple underline.
Personalization for each teacher’s needs is essential. By configuring the app and 
setting their schedules via smartphone, instructors can ensure that the relevant 
settings are automatically activated at the beginning of each lesson.
To safeguard privacy for both students and teachers, the app will not have access to 
webcams or video cameras.



For the Studets



The student app will be displayed on their smartphones during class. Students will have access to the following 
features:
1.Keywords: Students can view keywords related to the lesson.
2.Question Box: A section for students to ask questions directly to the teacher.
3.Timeline View: A button to access the complete lesson timeline.
Upon first launch, the app will inquire whether the student has any disabilities. Based on their response, the app 
will adapt accordingly. For instance:
•For visual impairments, it may provide a text-to-speech feature.
•For hearing impairments, it could offer a fully transcribed version of the lesson.
When students click on keywords, the app will provide further explanations, and the AI will record these for 
personalized quizzes. Additionally, students can ask questions related to specific topics.
The question section will display all previously asked questions along with their corresponding answers. Students 
can ask a question suggested by AI or type them manually.
Finally, the timeline view will present a chronological overview of past lessons, complete with relevant keywords.



At Home



Once the lessons conclude, the app will transform its interface. It will display a box for accessing the lesson 
timeline and another for personalized tests.

1.Timeline Box: This section will present all topics covered during the lessons in chronological order. 
Students can search for specific lessons using voice commands, describing concepts, or mentioning 
keywords. The AI will automatically locate the relevant content.

1.My Tests Box: A powerful feature of our app, the My Tests section is invaluable for learning. It collects 
information provided by the student throughout the course. Here’s how it works:

1. The app generates self-assessment tests with accurate explanations for each question.
2. Students can make mistakes without social pressure or fear, as learning from errors is crucial.
3. All results are private and not comparable with others. Personalized questions ensure no two tests are 

identical.
4. These tests also help students become aware of their limits and express themselves more clearly to the 

teacher.



Below we will present you a video demo of  our product, as 

an example of  simultaneous translation we have opted for 

Italian









In conclusion

Our app envisions a revolution in the educational sphere. We 
are aware of any potential limitations, as it was our deliberate 
choice to implement them. We aimed to create a tool that 
serves solely for teaching and assisting school communities, 
fostering better education and a more enlightened future, 
rather than one that could be wielded as a weapon.



The End

• A NEW FUTURE FOR LERNING AND IMPROVING AT SCHOOL  



All resouces

https://1drv.ms/f/s!Ag863IH9lnYuvWqVmWkmIZYjzcWe?e=cPo3gc

https://1drv.ms/f/s!Ag863IH9lnYuvWqVmWkmIZYjzcWe?e=cPo3gc
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